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Abstract 
We prove that almost all Cayley graphs have diameter 2. 
1. Introduction 
In this work, we follow the terminology and notation of [1]. Here we will establish 
a model of random Cayley graphs and prove that almost all Cayley graphs have 
diameter 2. 
Let G be a group. Given any inverse-closed subset of G - { 1}, we can define 
a Cayley graph X(G, S) of G with respect o S. It has vertex set G and for x,y e G, 
x and y are adjacent iff x -  i y ~ S. The specified subset of S of G is called the symbol set 
of X (G, S). 
To establish the random model of Cayley graphs, we start with enumerating the 
number of labelled Cayley graphs of a given group. Throughout we assume that G is 
a group of order n and has m elements of order 2(m/> 0). Let Vo be the subset of 
elements with order 2. Partition G - ({1} w V0) into two subsets V1 and V f  such that 
xe  V1 i f fx - I  e V( .ThenJVoJ  = mandlV l J  = IV1-[ = (n - m-  1)/2. For any subset 
S' of VouV1,  we obtain an inverse-closed subset S of G - {1}: S = S 'u{xe  VI: 
x -  1 ~ S'c~ V1 }. Conversely, any inverse-closed subset of G can be obtained in this way. 
Thus there are exactly 2(n + m - 1)/2 Cayley graphs of G. 
Now we present a model of random Cayley graphs. It is actually a probability space 
based on a group. We use f2(G) to denote the probability space consisting of 
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all labelled Cayley graphs of G and each such graph is assigned the same probability 
2 - (n + m - 1)/2. A random Cayley graph is considered as a sample lement of (2(G). 
For details on random graphs, cf. [2]. 
2. Main results 
Our main result is the following. 
Theorem 1. Almost all Cayley graphs have diameter 2. That is, the ratio of the number 
of Cayley graphs of G having diameter 2 to the total number of Cayley graphs of 
G approaches 1 as n approaches infinity, where n = I G 1. 
In order to prove Theorem 1, we establish a sequence of lemmas. 
Let g ~ G - {1}. We use F(G) to denote the event that the symbol set of a Cayley 
graph of G contains g. Then P(F(g)) = ½ and F(g) = F(g )-  1. The following result is 
obvious. 
Lemma 1. Let g l , g2, ... , gk e G -- {1} such that gi :/: g j, gi :~ g;- 1 if i :~ j. Then F (g l ), 
F(g2) . . . . .  F (gk ) are mutually independent. 
Let X = X(G,S).  Then, since Cayley graphs are vertex transitive, we have that 
d(X)  = maxr~ 6d(1, y). 
Before proceeding, we define some related events: E,: the diameter of a Cayley 
graph of G is at most 2. E(Y ): the distance d(1, y) in a Cayley graph of G is at most 2. 
E(x, y): both x and x- ly  are contained in the symbol set of a Cayley graph of G. 
Lemma2. (i) E. = U~o-/~I  E(y),(ii) E(y)~ (~x~O_~l.ylE(x,y),(iii) P (E (x ,y ) )=3 i f  
x v ~ x -  1 y and ½ otherwise. 
Proof. (i) is self-evident. To prove (ii) it suffices to note that if both x and x -  i y are 
contained in the symbol set of the Cayley graph X (G, S), then there is a path between 
1 and y of length 2:1 ~x~y.  Thus, d(1,y)~< 2. (iii) is obvious, since E(x,y) 
= F(x)c~F(x- ly ) .  
For any fixed element y E G - {1}, we estimate the probability of the event E(y). 
Let x ~ G - { 1, y}, set 
T(x) = {x ,x - l , x - ly ,  y - lx ,  yx - l ,yx - ly ,  yx}. 
Then we have the following. 
Lemma 3. Let X1,X  2 (= G -- {1,y}. I f  x2 E G - T(xl) ,  then 
{X1,X l l  y, x l l ,  y -  l Xl } ~ {XE,X21y, x21,  y -  l x2 } = O. 
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Let xl be any element of To= G-{1 ,y} .  Choose any element T1 =G-  
{1,y}wT(x l )  as x2. Generally, if x l ,x2  . . . .  ,xi have been chosen and 
T i = G - { 1, y} u ( U j = 1 T ( x s ) ) is not empty, then choose any element, say xl + 1 in Ti. 
Clearly, there are at least -~(n - 2) such xjs. Let {xg: 1 ~< i -%< k} be chosen in the above 
way and k >~(n - 2). Then {E(xg,y): 1% i <. k} is a set of independent events. By 
Lemma 2, E(y) c_(-'l~=lE(xi, y). Using Lemma 2 again, we have that 
P(E(Y)) <~ P(O~=, E(x,, y)) = H~=, P(E(x,,  y)) ~< (¼)k ~< (3)1/7(n-2). We thus deduce 
the following. 
Lemma 4. For any y ~ G - {1}, we have that P(E(y)  <% (3)1/7(n-2). 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 2, we have 
P(E.)  <. ~ P(E(y))  ~ (n - l)(¼)1/7(.-2) 
y~G-{1} 
Hence, lim,~o~ P(E,) = 0. That is, almost all Cayley graphs have diameter at most 2. 
Note that a graph has diameter 1if[ it is complete graph and for any group G, there is 
only one complete Cayley graph X(G, G - { 1}), the theorem thus follows. 
Since the edge-connectivity of a connected vertex transitive graph is its regular 
degree [3-], we obtain from Theorem 1 the following: 
Corollary 1. The edge-connectivities of almost all Cayley graphs are their regular 
degrees. 
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